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Who Invited The Stiff 
To Dinner? 

The guests have arrived 

for an elaborate dinner  

party at the bequest of  

the wealthy Richard  

Orwell Mortice. But why 

would he invite so many people who 

despise him, along with a Scotland 

Yard Inspector? Did their host have an 

ulterior motive up his sleeve? When 

the maid discovers good ol’ Rick O. 

Mortice dead, the Inspector and his 

overly eager sidekick are out to 

discover the culprit! Everyone has a 

motive and the accusations fly—but 

not before they go ahead and sit 

down to a luxurious meal. After all, 

why let one stiff ruin dinner? 

Murder At Surly Gates 

Tensions are high when  

the cantankerous  

residents of Surly  

Gates Nursing Home  

have to put up with  

money-hungry relatives, 

 a spoiled brat, and her incompetent 

mother during visitors’ hours. When 

the nursing home manager turns up 

dead, everyone is a suspect! Who had 

something to gain? What happened 

to Badger’s heart pills? Why does Lily, 

a former beauty queen, still try to 

swing her hips—even behind her 

walker? Buster, a resident and former 

security guard, and his son, Doyle, a 

bumbling cop, want to solve this 

case! 

 

Accuracy 

A successful, but  

very pompous,  

author is murdered  

on the night of his  

book debut celebration. A note—

intended to stop a murder—actually 

spurns the murderer into action due 

to some rearranged punctuation in 

the note. Who wrote the note? Who 

tampered with the note? Who carried 

out the false instructions? Nearly 

everyone has a motive! An intelligent 

Spanish lawyer with a very thick 

accent discovers the truth. 

 

Make Memories 
that will Last a 
Lifetime! 

Mystery parties encourage people to lose 

their inhibitions and let their inner goof-ball 

shine! What a great way to get to know 

your friends better, encourage deeper 

relationships among the guests, and build 

life-long memories. And who doesn't need a 

good belly-laugh? It’s time to dress the 

part, adopt that weird accent, and get into 

character! All scripts are guaranteed to be 

good, clean fun, suitable for teens or 

adults. We can help you plan your event 

with our free tips and resources available at 

www.thedramaticpen.com! 
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